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Barricaded inside his southwest Houston home with a gun, hiding from the SWAT  team
surrounding the house, Joseph StatchukStatchuk picked up the phone and made a call.

"Do you know who this is?" StatchukStatchuk asked coyly when a Fort Bend County sheriff's detective
answered on the other end.

"Sounds like Joseph StatchukStatchuk," Detective Charles Gasser said. "I thought you were dead."

"I will be in about 10 minutes," the gunman answered matter-of-factly.

StatchukStatchuk, 47, made good on his promise, shooting himself in the head while crouched in the living
room of his ramshackle house near the Reliant Astrodome, ending a six-hour standoff with
Houston police.

T his time, he really was dead - unlike the times before, when there were reports of his body found
cut up in abandoned trucks, or false obituaries that appeared in newspapers, incidents that hinted
at the elaborate web of deceptions that StatchukStatchuk loved to weave.

T his one-time Montrose nightclub owner had a prolific criminal history dating back more than two
decades and had only recently been paroled after a prison stint in Maryland. He claimed to have
relatives in organized crime. An Anglo, he distrusted others of his race and was more comfortable
with black companions and living in black neighborhoods.

He was a key witness obsessed with his quest for justice in his brother's unsolved shooting death,
but vanished without explanation in 1996 just days before a Houston attorney accused in the case
was to stand trial, forcing authorities to throw out the murder charge.

StatchukStatchuk also convincingly employed any number of facades, passing himself off as a lawyer,
doctor or police officer. He even admitted faking his own death or manufacturing his own obituary
on occasion.

In reality, he was an adept con man who rarely held steady employment, a glib talker who could
make people believe whatever role he chose to play.

Even those who knew him only in passing remember him well.

"He was a character, you know," said Houston dentist Dr. Paul Maxwell. "I can't really put my finger
on why he was strange. It just seemed like there was something going on in his mind behind his
eyes - and you weren't getting the whole picture."



StatchukStatchuk's death at his home in the 3300 block of Rochdale three weeks ago drew little public
reaction. But he had been making headlines across the country for 25 years.

He wasn't a doctor, but he played one in real life. He wasn't a lawyer, but he'd done a lot of reading
about the law and pretended to be an attorney, claiming to have represented prisoners at parole
board hearings. He had been in and out of jail many times.

He was best known locally as a key witness in one of Fort Bend County's most bizarre homicide
investigations, the slaying of his younger brother, Wendell Lee StatchukStatchuk. Wendell, a Houston
nightclub owner like his brother, was just 33 when he was found shot to death and rolled up in a
piece of carpet in an undeveloped subdivision in 1991.

T he StatchukStatchuk brothers, who hailed from Baltimore, came to Houston in the 1980s. Wendell
StatchukStatchuk was not unwise to the ways of criminal enterprises and was under investigation by what
is now the National Insurance Crime Bureau at the time of his death.

Fort Bend investigators say there was evidence that he was taking part in insurance scams
involving car wrecks and other schemes. His southwest Houston home - at the same address
where Joseph StatchukStatchuk would later kill himself - burned down in 1988.

"We were told by Joseph that if the guys around the house, their gay lovers, wanted a new car or
something, they'd just go out and wreck one, stage an accident," said Gasser, the lead sheriff's
detective on the homicide case. "It was certainly not your normal lifestyle."

Joseph StatchukStatchuk contended that his younger brother and a Houston attorney who represented
him in a number of lawsuits, James Stephen Keyser, were involved in an insurance scam that
unraveled.

T he business relationship between the attorney and client broke down when Wendell StatchukStatchuk
learned someone was altering insurance payoff checks. He met with the attorney the day he
disappeared, investigators confirmed.

Keyser was charged with murder, but charges were later dismissed. Keyser, now 49 and still
practicing law in Houston, has always denied involvement in the death. He also denied participating
in any scams with his client, detectives say. He did not return calls seeking comment for this article.

Ultimately, the homicide case was taken to a Fort Bend grand jury four times, the last time in 1995,
when Keyser was indicted on murder charges.

He was just days away from standing trial when investigators realized they couldn't find the older
StatchukStatchuk, a key witness who had provided crucial evidence - a copy of an altered check with
Wendell StatchukStatchuk's notes questioning the changes, indicating he had a conflict with the attorney,
raising a possible motive. Charges against Keyser were dismissed for a second time, and the case
has been in limbo ever since.

Joseph StatchukStatchuk, who was cleared as a suspect in his brother's death, had relentlessly pursued a



new indictment, so his disappearance so close to trial was curious. Investigators felt they couldn't
proceed without him because the case was entirely circumstantial.

But, they admitted, Joseph StatchukStatchuk was hardly the kind of witness they were hoping for. T hey
had to wonder whether a jury would believe him, given his background. Plus, he was prone to
unpredictable stunts, such as mailing articles about his relatives in organized crime to the Fort
Bend County district attorney's office in a frustrated attempt to move his brother's murder
investigation forward.

As it turned out, he was pretty good at pulling disappearing acts and spinning a Byzantine web of
myths.

He first made a name for himself in Baltimore in the mid-1970s when he was charged with
impersonating a police officer and sounding false fire alarms. He also pretended to be an attorney
in 1976 and tried to get into a Baltimore jail to visit a convicted firebomber and mass murderer
condemned to die. StatchukStatchuk later insisted on acting as his own attorney and was sent to a
Maryland State Hospital, where he was found mentally competent to stand trial.

He achieved further notoriety in Baltimore when he was busted again in 1979 for posing as a
lawyer and swindling $2,750 from three "clients."

In 1985, he strolled into a Baltimore hospital and posed as a doctor, offering to watch the personal
belongings of a patient's bereaved family members outside an intensive care unit. T his ruse
enabled him to steal a $1,300 gold watch and $100 cash.

"He's an interesting guy. I think Joe enjoys the chase more than the actual accomplishment of the
crime," Assistant State Attorney Haven Kodeck told the Baltimore Sun that year.

StatchukStatchuk also had an ingenious scheme for robbing jewelry stores. He later told Fort Bend
investigators that he posed as an officer "interrupting" the heists. StatchukStatchuk would take down the
robber, actually his partner in crime, and the two would disappear with the jewels, never to be seen
again.

StatchukStatchuk also was a witness in the random killing of a student in Washington, D.C. In court, one
attorney called StatchukStatchuk "a liar and a con artist." A psychiatrist testified that StatchukStatchuk suffered
from personality disorders that would enable him to fabricate stories. While testifying in that case
in 1984, he admitted manufacturing his own obituary and sending it to a court and his probation
officer to avoid prosecution in another case.

In fact, an obituary for Joseph StatchukStatchuk appeared in the Houston Chronicle in 1995, proclaiming
his demise a full 6 1/2 years before he died. Family members said it was planted as a scare tactic to
prevent him from testifying in his brother's upcoming murder trial, but others familiar with
StatchukStatchuk's past said he probably wrote it himself and put it in the paper to make it seem he was
being threatened.

StatchukStatchuk knew he was in trouble on the morning of Jan. 11 when two people knocked on his door.



T he problem was the two visitors were white. T hat meant it wasn't a social call, and in all likelihood,
they were probably cops, he reasoned.

"He didn't like to associate with white people at all," said Quiontus Scott, 23, of Houston, a young
man who StatchukStatchuk helped raise and referred to as his son. "If you told him he was white, he'd cuss
you out and say he was black. He was very comfortable in black neighborhoods."

StatchukStatchuk's hunch that morning was correct; the people at his door were police, trying to serve
out-of-state arrest warrants.

Fresh on parole from a recent prison stint in Hagerstown, Md., he had no desire to go back to jail.

When the officers told him why they were there, StatchukStatchuk grabbed a pistol and told them to get
out. T hey retreated. As the morning wore on and he refused to come out, a SWAT  team
responded and heavily armed officers surrounded the house. StatchukStatchuk threatened to kill himself
and shoot anyone who came near his home.

During the standoff, before his phone line was blocked by SWAT  negotiators, StatchukStatchuk was able
to phone Gasser, the Fort Bend sheriff's investigator who tried to solve his brother's death.

Gasser had gotten indications in recent weeks that StatchukStatchuk may have been killed. T he owners of
a Houston truck rental company received a strange phone call in early November from an
unknown person who claimed a man whose throat was cut had been found dead in the truck, which
was parked at their lot on Old Spanish T rail. T he caller said the body had been removed.

T ruck rental officials discovered the truck had been rented by StatchukStatchuk in Maryland days earlier.
When they looked inside, they found it filled to the top with debris, such as limbs and trash.
Underneath was a cache of papers, including writings with Arabic names, maps of the Fort Hood
military base and photos of military formations and people of Arabic descent. T hey also found
chemical formulas, order forms from chemical companies and military discharge papers for a
Middle Eastern man who had served in the U.S. Marines. T hey turned all the materials over to the
FBI.

Fort Bend officials checked with Houston area law enforcement agencies and found no one knew
anything about a body found in a rented Ryder truck. T hat was the last Gasser heard of the matter
until he received StatchukStatchuk's startling phone call during the SWAT  standoff Jan. 11. When the
detective expressed surprise, saying he thought StatchukStatchuk was dead, the con man admitted trying
to fake his death.

"It was a classic StatchukStatchuk setup," Gasser recalled. "He said, `I moved some furniture down, and I
cut my leg, and I bled in the truck, and that's how I faked my death.' I think he was just trying to
evade the police and the warrants and trying to make everyone think he's dead, so they didn't have
to look for him anymore."

StatchukStatchuk had pulled a similar stunt with U-Haul several weeks earlier in Pennsylvania, where his
closest sister lives, which resulted in one of the arrest warrants that police were trying to serve at
his home on the day of his suicide. He was alleged to have rented a U-Haul truck in that state,



driven it to Maryland and made a bogus phone call.

"Someone we believe to be StatchukStatchuk, claiming to be a police officer with the state of Maryland,
called U-Haul and claimed StatchukStatchuk, who had rented the vehicle, had been murdered and they
(rental officials) could go pick up the truck in Maryland," said Sgt. Daniel Krauss with the
Pennsylvania State Police office in Bedford, Pa.

T hat led to a charge of theft by deception, one of several out-of-state arrest warrants that
Houston police were trying to serve on StatchukStatchuk the day of his death. He was wanted in Maryland
for a parole violation, and police also had a fugitive warrant that stipulated no bond would be
allowed.

Both the Fort Bend detective he called during the standoff and Houston SWAT  negotiators tried to
reason with him, but didn't get very far. Even the possibility of resurrecting his brother's murder
case wouldn't change his mind.

"He said he didn't seem to think it would go anywhere," Gasser said. "I can't blame him, all the time
we've had it here."

StatchukStatchuk told the Fort Bend investigator he couldn't go back to prison in Maryland because he had
informed on too many people there, and claimed he was dying from an illness anyway. His fears of
returning to Maryland were the sticking point in his negotiations with SWAT .

"He was adamant he did not want to go back. . . . T hat was our biggest hangup. We could not get
him to quit worrying about that," said Capt. Mike Walker of the Houston Police Department's
SWAT  division.

"It was obvious to us this was somebody experienced with the criminal justice system, and those
kinds of people are much harder to deal with if they've got their minds made up," Walker said.

SWAT  negotiators thought they were making progress when StatchukStatchuk appeared to agree to
come out. But he then hung up the phone and shot himself, Walker said.

T eresa A. Weigman, StatchukStatchuk's sister, called her brother's house multiple times during the
standoff, but said police prevented her from talking to him and repeatedly hung up on her.
Weigman, who lives in Bedford, Pa., did not believe her brother killed himself, but blamed Houston
police for his death. She plans to file a complaint.

"Joe was no angel, but he didn't deserve to be murdered," said Weigman, who said she did not
know anything about her brother previously faking his death.

"I want no ties to this state because this state is a nightmare," Weigman said during a recent visit
to Houston to sell her brother's house just days after the SWAT  standoff. "I've had two brothers
murdered, and I want nothing to do with this state."

Fort Bend's investigation into Wendell StatchukStatchuk's death is still open, but now that Joseph StatchukStatchuk
is dead, it is uncertain the case will ever go forward.



Weigman made arrangements for Joseph StatchukStatchuk's remains to be returned to Maryland, where
he will be buried next to his mother.

Even in death, StatchukStatchuk continues to elicit strong opinions.

Some people who knew him didn't want to talk about him at all. One acquaintance, who handled his
funeral arrangements as a favor to the family, declined to be interviewed, noting he could not say
"anything nice." He described StatchukStatchuk only as "Satan himself" before cutting off further
questions and hanging up.

Others who knew the fugitive said he had some good qualities, that he loved his family and tried to
provide for those dear to him.

He even tried to put Scott, the young man he considered his son, through flight training school
when the younger man wanted to be a pilot.

"Joseph was a very interesting person; he was a very creative person," Scott said. "He had a lot of
hidden history, a lot of things I didn't know about him. He lived in his own world. Whatever he
wanted to be, that's what he was."

"T he only thing I really know is he made up a lot of things about himself. He had a multipersonality
problem. I don't know where it came from," said Scott, who is now in the Harris County Jail on a
drug charge.

Although StatchukStatchuk could be bullheaded and unforgiving to those who wronged him, he was
sometimes needy and demanding of attention.

"He didn't do too well in prison," Scott said. "He would write letters to my mom, say no one was
writing to him. He would fake being real sick to get attention.

"I was never scared of him, but I had some fears about him. If you ever crossed him or stole from
him, he could ruin your life. He could definitely ruin a person's life."

Gasser, who also sensed an undercurrent of violence, suggested that the con man's life might
make good fodder for a screenplay.

But, he added, "I don't know whether you'd make a tragedy out of the movie, or a comedy."
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